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The "Ars Poetica" of Grief
A shattered maple leaf
will the mind's attention
in momentary suspension
of itself hold.
Still, the want of grief
requires articulation:
someword from Calvin
calling man in black
and white to fix the event
in rite's abstraction
and turn us back to time.

—Bob Cornet
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#23
In blackness this accursed fear doth steal
Across my sill, and makes its way upon
My heart, whose beating thunder makes appeal
Most telling to my senses, thus undone.
No blast of Death, no burst of Hate can send
My soul thus: hurtling o'er the icy verge
Of Doubt — can cause my heart to rend;
No reassurance quells my jealous urge.
Then softly comes the light into my soul,
A light born not of jealous malcontent,
But born of Love, which by its white-hot coals,
Consumes apace all thoughts of banishment.
Then, thus arrived, god-like Reason hovers,
Precursing peace between jealous lovers.

—Corky Garner
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Ed Lindbergh
Pencil, 13x15 1/2
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Susan Stewart
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Susan Stewart
Ink, 15'/"
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Jim Cash
91/2x61/2
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NOVEMBER RAINDROPS
i hear the dying wail of a foghorn lost in snow
ghosts rise from the slow strong river
melting upward in half-solid vapors sprinkled with snow
the river warm beneath the frozen bluff
from the treacherous narrow bridge
i can see our old attic apartment with its Victorian bed
and angular roof and large windows over exotic green islands
i used to wake in the mysterious dawn
to find you standing watching heavy barges
of coal and grain pushed slowly by antique tugs
while white gulls on angel wings swooped down from swift and high
"Imogene Igert" was always your favorite
with her funny whistle and her rotting grey decks
and her sunken bow with burlap cushions
the empty river is a reminder
that we too shall soon be ancient
only relics, the last remembrances of a lost passion
a fire drowned in the mist
i imagine the musty smell of old stale clothes
flesh sagging on soft bones covered by parchment skin
brown and wrinkled and dry, flaky and unbathed
and although those vows were to be forever
winter rains were not seen by summer lovers
i must walk to the city beyond the bridge
my tears freeze in the rain
i have heard no worthy annunciation

—John Wheeler
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Los Desenfrenados
The night was hoarse from our holler
Bottles fumbled atop the table
Saddened cigarette ends were floating faces
Worshiping the long sour smile
before sunrise.
The starlet whose slang is forty years old
Now gulped alone — her breasts
like cliffs supporting a bridge.
"Puta Madre". Arturo stretched and swore
again — gulls from the beach joked
in shrill sleep.
Antonio was the fleshless sea — hair and salt
on Susan's body.
The earth was buried under the street
behind
The sky not yet born nor bragging.
Ricardo caught the tired notes falling
from the trees and crawling like
night bugs
on his instrument.
Carlos kicked Luis
whose head lay a toppled idol
among splattered flowers.
Then sat with the starlet
His broken english working its way
through his youth.
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—Bob West

The Corrimpretive Scarpi
Life began when Vesuvius erupted
And spewed paint all over
The unsuspecting panel,
Awaiting naked and void.
That was a long time ago.
Since that age when molten liquitex
Flowed across freshly gessoed canvases,
New life and art language
Has burgeoned from the messy mass.
He was a rebirth within himself.
Expression unknown before, unexpected,
Blossomed from the sage grass drawings.
He knocked at the door and
Entered the Realm of Uncertainty.
(History is of great importance.)
Blue-grey was the combat,
But somehow it proved astrologious.
Mammoth dimensions marked it
As the triumphal entry through the portal.
Life on a dead run for immortality.
Astophel and Peliope were his friends.
So was the unfinished slave in 301 A.D.
He made Catinat, Kristofforus and Tommas
What they are today.
Richandro was mere clay in his hands.
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Tacydrick was his father, long gone,
And Sarah Herzod reared him.
He suffered soulful stress as a child
And was tormented by parrisidual echoes.
Thairdom was a kingdom of fantasia.
Mother and child sought a home
On a boulevard in Washington
Where they could watch people
Disappear into the sunset.
He owed his all to Powell.
Mountains of tubes of oiled plastic,
Brush trails, and early splatter-art
Make his tools, his paths, his worlds.
And his domain knows no bounds.
Fiqua stands awaiting.
Two-hour torture gave birth
To his daughter, Otutualoo,
Her mother never really known,
And in sunshine and cathedrals she dwelt.
Darkness must never overcome her.
Never any sons had he,
But Gemald came and lived with him
When old age, tiring' fingers and dead ideas
Would no longer allow life from a tube.
Death haunts us to the end.
Always correct, ever improving,
Incomparable, uninterpretive,
No language describes him,
Only introduces us to the great one.
He lives!
page eleven

—John Srac

Bill Swanson
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Jackie Denton
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Ernest Varner
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Jim Cash
91/ 2x65/8

THE VISIT

I
Sweeping now the crests of frosty hills in the early morning gloom,
Sinking low into valley of sleeping forest,
Over witch-elm and leafless oak, wiscopy and pine,
The spirit of the Redman flew,
Shrouded in ghostly rain.
He hung momentarily above wind swept countryside,
O'er the fallen bodies of huge black trees
And boggy hillocks, rolling far into the distance,
All blanketed in gray rain.
And a voice issued from within him,
A wailing undulating howl,
As that of the wind on a blizzard night in January
Rushing through the gaps and cranies of snow covered mountains.
And all that which lived and which crawled and could hear
Fell asleep to its mesmerizing call.

II
In the cities jewelled painted faces spoke through plastic lips
To the metal walls of subway tunnels
And to the stainless steel towers of still factories,
They whispered with silver eyes and jaded fingers,
Enameled lips and petty smiles.
And over them hung that painless antiseptic world
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Of bathrooms and etherized germless hospital wards,
A world of stylized living rooms and Singapore Slings,
Etheral smiles, properness, conventionality,
Etiquette and concealment.
With perfidious heart the subway ran along the unseen metal track.
Old ladies with brooms, dressed as witches,
Cackled in the cavernous tunnels of the city,
Ran through subway stations chanting songs of salvation
To discarnate business men and transparent shop-keepers.

III
Pontiac, his noble spirit passed over these things,
Over the rain swept countryside
And over the unlistening frozen cities,
As though the banished dreams of a madman
Left to ravage this fosilized earth throughout eternity.
His cold hand swept over the bodies of dreams,
His lewd laughter filled city and forest with darkness.
There was silence over the earth as he left,
Swiftly into the deeps of the nocturnal forest.
And the painted faces of the sons of strangers were mute.
The naked metal facades of factories
Bristled as the sun rose upon a new day;
Golden towers of glass sparkled in the subsiding rain and
All the metal tears, the plastic lips, the paper organ grinders,
The stainless smiles mirrored a nation nevermore.
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—Bob Waite

in the darkness of my room
beyond the voices of the strong
i weakly scratch a forgotten word
upon the wall.
so lonely, where can i turn
but to the mirror for the reflections
of that which i already know.
the echos of hollow voices
pound against my swollen ears
to remind me of dead days
and people who have perished.
armors that have rusted
and shields that have crumbled
surround the darkness of my room
where swathed in linen, there i
lie.

—Arlene Ruttenberg
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THE SPAN
In Joycean tempo subdued
The poet of the mold walks the beach
As Greenwich Village,
Impassioned — wading the shallows,
Kicking the slippery sandbars of
Superficial thought.
Would that he experience
Rather than suckle aloof theory!
His feverish sun
Evaporates what narrow
Peels of ocean remain to his thought,
Never venturing
Down from his burning passion;
The dark sea protects its depths from that.
He must drown in the darkness
Before he can pluck it,
Plunging, extinguished by friction,
To burn in seaweed.

—Bob Waite
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She stood with elbows propped on a window sill and looked
out at it rain.
She was fair; slim; tall; gay;
And once—just once—we were together, as a pair of a
pair of eyes viewing the world for us.
But Time slid between us and she looked away.
I, glancing back now and then; she, gazing out—ever gazing—
at it rain.
So I approached this Whim, this Fancy of mine,
And sought a word—a word or two—just to give me reason
to be near her.
She said she'd heard of a school (up North somewhere,
I believe)
That didn't make sidewalks till they saw where the people
walked.
"It might have worked, you know," I said.
"And," she said, "this was wise, and good, and best."
Then she turned and sauntered off, once looking back
(I fancied for a while it was me)
At the rain.
She left, strolling through a winter garden
of Spring flowers.

—Gregg Wickham
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T. Fred Miller

A Mutual Agreement
Mother and Dad were angry again; they had had another fight. It wasn't
so much the voices that betrayed the fact, although the boys had heard the angry
harsh voices, even in the dark sombre solitude of the basement where they had
been playing. No, it was more than the noise; it was a thickness of the air,
much like the oppressive odor that hung around the home after Aunt Martha,
with her musty old perfume, had visited. Also, there were the glances. The boys
knew those glances when they saw them. They knew that "remember, the children are watching" look that their Mother had often given to their Father and
had learned to fade away as soon as possible when these events occurred.
The two boys quickly climbed the basement stairs and eased into the
kitchen to get something to eat. They tried to avoid these outbreaks between
their parents and pretended they just didn't notice. They knew it would do no
good to appeal to them to control themselves. Once, a few months ago, the darkhaired one had innocently questioned his parents behavior. His parents were
aghast!
"Fighting? Never! Why it had just been a discussion! Yes, your mother
and I had just been discussing a small point we didn't fully agree on. Now come
on, it's 10:30 and you've got school tomorrow! Get ready for bed." It had been
an unfamiliar lie, and his father had delivered it poorly.
So it had gone on, "discussion" after "discussion," each more heated than
the last. The boys had learned long ago that it didn't pay to fool in these things
—after all, the family had to keep up its appearances. What if some foolish slip
of the tongue had revealed the smoldering resentment building up within the
family? They couldn't have that. The subject was never again discussed within
the family and an uneasy truce of sorts prevailed.
The dark-haired one, after forcing a hastily constructed peanut butter and
jelly sandwich down his throat, decided it was time to get away.
The house itself sits upon an emerald patch of green, on a hill overlooking
and sloping down towards the sea. It was the solitude of the beach that the boy
wished to escape to. He turned to his brother.
"Let's go down to the beach for awhile, Dave. Maybe we'll find something to do down there."
The blond one nodded. He could think of no better plan at the moment,
and was ready to leave under any pretence.
"I've got an idea!" exclaimed the dark-haired one, "we'll bring Dad's 22
and maybe we can goof around with it."
"Sure," said Dave, without reflection. He was used to giving way to his
older brother's strength and experience.
The dark-haired one hurriedly got the gun, and the two boys moved
quickly out the back door and down the steps, towards the beach. They crossed
the flat tidal area, with its wet firmly packed tan colored sand. As they stepped,
the sand would lighten and the area around their feet would dry. As they moved
along it seemed they were being supported by these islands of white in the sea
of sand. They proceeded slowly down the beach, talking quietly, searching for
an approbriate target.
High above, the gull circled, its eyes intently scanning the beach below.
He hovered for an instant, his powerful wings motionless and stiffly outspread.
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In a sweeping dive he came in low, flying just above and ahead of his shadow as
it raced smoothly across the sand. Just before reaching his objective the gull suddenly folded his wings and, with his beak greedily extended, dropped on a halfexposed clam. With barely a pause he was in flight again, the clam tightly
clenched in his jaws. Higher and higher he circled, heading straight for the sun.
Crack! A pellet sped by his head. Crack! Blood spurted from his neck as a pellet
passed through him. He struggled, but could not remain stable. No longer was
he the graceful killer as he fell rather clumsily the last few feet. Crumpled, he
lay on a rock, wings ruffled, twisted over and rigid.
The two boys walked slowly over the large flat rock, crunching shells
underfoot as they moved closer to the dead gull.
"Who do you think got him?" the blond one asked wistfully.
"You did!" the other replied, with all the assurance he could muster.
They prodded the gull with sticks, and then lightly stroked the soft neck,
splattered with crimson drops.
"He looks mean," the blond one said.
"Yeah," the dark one mumbled. "He didn't look that big in the air."
The dark-haired one suddenly turned on the other: "I said we were only
going to shoot at bottles and stuff! Why'd you kill it?"
"I don't know," the other one answered. "He was so close and everything.
I never shot anything alive before."
"You mean you never shot anything dead before!" the dark one said in
disgust. "Come on, we'd better hide it."
They went around gathering materials and covered the gull's body completely under a pile of sun-dried sea weed. The blond one, apparently without
even stopping to think, picked up a handful of sand and threw it in the other's
face.
"I hate you," he shouted. "It was your idea to get the gun!"
The other rubbed his eyes for a moment and fluffed the sand from his
hair. They both remained silent for a few moments; then, as they turned to leave
the scene, the dark one spoke.
"David?"
Yeah?"
"You're not going to tell anyone are you? I mean, you're the one who
shot it. We'll keep it a secret, just you and me. Shake on it?"
"Okay."
They paused just long enough to clasp right hands, then walked off together, one swinging a rifle in his hand, towards home.

—Bob Waite
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Pat Bales
Pencil, 13 3/4
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A Line
Just placed, a line of trees,
Above the grasses, alone
Limited by their roots. The field is hidden.
They scatter their wooden limbs,
And in starkness with blossoms
Open on the line in the midday sun.
Nearby, in a ruined garden,
In that sparsity, flowers
Move into a silent time.

—Deborah Peasner
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Night Sky
Stars unmask the
Frailty of that
Black cloth.

—Mark Peterson
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T. Fred Miller
41/2x6 /
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THREE FOR BYTHES FERRY
BYTHES FERRY
Sky smoke,
shore water—
greyed.
reaching,
grabbing the iron rings set in stone,
the sun,
anchor bolts.
FATHER
Brown - brush:
morning. streaked stone, water.
scratched stone: a name from 55 years ago,
we walked:
speaking of a duck my father lost here
last season.
Trees, fencing stone.
Early.
ARRIVAL
mourning ferry,
breaking grey,
hitting hard sky, as I watched the hands,
the ferryman did not speak.

—Ed Lindbergh
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gibberish:
there was a dog
beneath my bed
and as i came
he soon had fled.
i know not where
he did flee
and then there came a gruesome bee
who sat
and stung upon my nose
and then beneath my nose
did doze.
i pardon this ditty
with shamed red face
and now into oblivion
i depart in great haste.

—Arlene Ruttenberg

page thirty-two
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